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Submission Components
 

Component 1
Identify the parts of the nervous system that are active in your example
Central nervous system

Component 2
Describe the functions of the nervous system that are apparent
and/or impaired in your example
Hippocampus - See slide #3

Component 3
Explain in detail the ways in which this course (i.e., Understanding of the
Brain) has allowed you to better analyze the events and phenomema
around you 

See slide #12



Functions of Hippocampus

Responsible for memory
(short-term and long-term
memory) 

Communicates with the
rest of the brain via the
entorhinal cortex 

Produces new neurons
even in adults 

Creates mental maps of
places, which make it easy
to navigate in a complex
environemnt/spatial
memory



 

As We Age...

Memory function tends to suffer  



Research on Aging-related Genes     and Proteins

1988 2018

A certain gene
mutation in

Caenorhabditis
elegans (a type of

worm) could
extend maximum
lifespan by up to

110 percent

Since 1988, more
than 800

individual genes
have been

identified that
influence the
lifespan of C.

elegans

Researchers have identified hundreds of genes that are involved in the aging process

Source: https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/320412.php



Recent Study
 

Researchers 

Philip Landfield, John Gant, Eric
Blalock, and colleges from the
University of Kentucky in
Lexington 

Subject

FK506-binding protein 12.6/1B
(FKBP1b)

Purposes of Study

To understand the role of a
specific protein in age-related
memory decline in rats and how
it influences age-related gene
changes 

Function of  FKBP1b

Regulates calcium homeostasis
in the neurons of the
hippocampus 



Information on FKBP1b 
 
 
 

Function 1
The protein encoded by FKBP1B gene is a member of the immunophilin protein family, which
play a role in immunoregulation and basic cellular processes involving protein folding and
trafficking  

Function 2
This encoded protein is a cis-trans prolyl isomerase that binds the immunosuppressants FK506
and rapamycin  

Function 3 
Its physiological role is thought to be in excitation-contraction coupling in cardiac muscle  

Source: http://www.genecards.org/cgi-bin/carddisp.pl?gene=FKBP1B&keywords=FKBP1b



FKBP1B in Humans 

Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase FKBP1B
Short name: PPIase FKBP1B 

Alternative names
12.6 kDa FK506-binding protein, FK506-binding protein 1B, Immunophilin FKBP12.6,  

Rotamase, h-FKBP-12 

Function
Has the potential to contribute to the immunosuppressive and toxic effects of FK506 and
rapamycin 

Source: http://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/P68106



Functions of FKBP1B in Humans
 

Function 1

Biological process

Function 2

Catalytic activity

Function 3

Enzyme regulation

Function 4

Molecular function

Source: http://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/P68106#subcellular_location

http://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/P68106#subcellular_location


 

Structure of FKBP1B 

Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/4/44/Protein_FKBP1B_PDB_1c9h.png/256px-Protein_FKBP1B_PDB_1c9h.png



 

Previous findings 
The same team of researchers found that hippocampal overexpression of FKBP1b (a negative
regulator of intracelluar Ca2 + responses) reverses both aging-related  Ca2 + dysregulation and
cognitive impiarment 

New findings 1
In the latest study, it was found that FKBP1b selectively counteracted aging-induced
expression changes in 37% of aging-dependent genes, with cytoskeletal and extracellular
structure categories highly associated with the FKBP1b-rescued genes 

New findings 2
In parallel with cognitive processes, a novel transcriptional network coordinating brain
structural organization is dysregulated with aging and restored by FKBP1b 

Study Findings 



Component 3 of Class Assignment
Explain in detail the ways in which this course has allowed you to better analyze the events and

phenomema around you

"What we perceive is not  absolute

information but is  relative input in relation to

the environemnt surrounding us."  

This course allowed
me to pay attention to
to which I had not
paid attention before.

It also allowed me to
continue to embrace
the importance of
diversity in
perceptions. 

It allowed me to passionately
advocate to incorporate
neuroscience into counseling.  
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